
Massimo De Carlo presents Unsolved Mystery, a new solo exhibition by Josh Smith. Josh Smith
comes back to Milan at Massimo De Carlo’s gallery for his third show with a series of new
paintings and a body of ceramic sculptures: Josh Smith’s work is a reflection on the practice of
painting, on the role of the artist and on the meaning of the artwork itself. It investigates both the
concepts of authenticity and seriality with an obsessive repetition of themes, forms and colors. 

The paintings in Unsolved Mystery, located in all the gallery's rooms, have a very common and yet
very exotic element as a main subject: the palm tree. Through thick strokes of paint in bright colors,
Josh Smith conceives bizarre landscapes, romantic sunsets and silent sunrises in which the
representation of the chosen element becomes just an excuse. Josh Smith’s works are in fact abstract
paintings where the natural elements are just familiar symbols of common icons, images that are
visible and recognizable everywhere, on postcards, in central streets all over the world, in shops
windows, even on ties. The palm tree is a sign, a pattern to be reproduced to infinity as a way to
fasten the gesture of the artist to the canvas. 

The second room of the gallery presents a series of shelves with a number of small pottery
sculptures. Bizarre artifacts, these objects are ruins of domestic items: leaves, ghosts, aluminium
cans, and plastic bottles are all reproduced in ceramic and represent Josh Smith’s hypertrophic
domestic approach. 

Using the most various objects, from painting to graphic, from collage to ceramic, from book to
installation, Josh Smith investigates the originality and reproducibility of the artwork: his works
construct an intimate and yet universal path and they are always in constant dialogue one with the
other. Seriality and linearity of forms and dimensions, the nagging repetition of decorative models,
the use of disparate techniques, always inside the edges of classical patterns, chance and mistakes
are the guidelines of Josh Smith’s work and the themes that define his world. 

Josh Smith's work's evolution brought him to include into his abstract canvases decorative motifs
such as leaves, fishes, insects, skeletons, ghosts and sunsets. From the Name Paintings to the
monochromes, Josh Smith pushes the public to overstep the aesthetic result of the artist product, and
to focus their attention on the artist process.
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